ASIFA CENTRAL
FESTIVALS AND SHAMELESS-SELFPROMOTION ISSUE
FALL - October - 2021 - In COLOR
Polly Wolly Doodlers and ArtPrize
by Deanna Morse
https://www.artprize.org/70766 (Act fast! This link was made to be broken!)
Time Passing : Passing Time, a new
Time Passing : Passing Time was a
animated video poem by four award
baker’s dozen of original haiku cards,
winning filmmakers was unveiled at
crafted by Jim Middleton, and soon to
ArtPrize 2021 in Grand Rapids,
be rare collector’s items. Or recycled.
Michigan. The collaborative piece
(Jim’s notes)
was created during the lock down,
Deanna Morse, GVSU
with animation by Jim Middleton,
Professor emeritus, has created works
Deanna Morse, and Gretchen
for Sesame Street, among others. She
Vinnedge, and post production by
has presented in nearly every ArtPrize,
Suzanne Zack. Scattered across the
and was a jurors finalist in 2013 with
The Polly Wolly Doodlers
country, often in isolation, these
Suzanne Zack, Deanna Morse, Gretchen Vinnedge, Jim Whispers of the Prairie. Gretchen
artists worked with common ideas
Vinnedge, educator and producer, has a
Middleton photo by Josh Geyer
and themes, reflecting their quirky
diverse body of work that has won
sensibilities, and staying sane, connected by
numerous awards. Suzanne Zack a professor at
the now ubiquitous ZOOM.
GVSU, is also an award winning filmmaker. The
The resulting five-minute video was
three of them created the 2014 piece Animation
placed behind a large table-top aquarium at
Collaboration for ArtPrize, which was in the
Water Colors Aquarium, 453 S Division, in
finals for the public vote. Late-bloomer Jim
Grand Rapids, with an audience of cichlids
Middleton is an award winning animator,
enjoying the colorful animated images. Oh,
impromptu haiku typist, motion graphics
humans, too. Unicorns, time lapsing flowers,
instructor and retired pharmacist; this was his first
and dancing dolls invited the viewer to find
time exhibiting with ArtPrize. All are members of
connections and reflect on the past year where
the Midwest Chapter of ASIFA, the International
nothing happened, and everything happened.
Animation Association chartered by UNESCO in
An opening reception for the artists
1960.
at the Water Colors Aquarium introduced the installation on
The video component may be screened online at
September 14, and the work remained on display from
https://vimeo.com/580950944
September 16 until October 3. The installation hosts were,
and remain, incredibly generous with their time, space, and
carpentry skills, and will likely keep the film running
throughout the month of October. The team was thrilled to
screen their piece at this remarkable venue. Accompanying
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The focus and discipline behind each work of independent animation preserves the intent – if only subconsciously – of the
creator’s thoughts with each pencil stroke upon paper. Careful examination of each stroke will also reveal the level of
caffeination at the time of those thoughts.
The opportunity to meld minds from distances impossible in the past can create collaborations that take on a life of their own.
Even when we weren't thinking of the pandemic, or being contained in our respective safe places, animation allowed us to
expand beyond the confines of our camera stands, proving that the mind can occupy greater space than our shells.
Having the opportunity to work with this quartet of doodlers has proven to be one of the best memories I can take away from
a frequently dreadful year. I raise a stylus, an ink pot, a Cintiq tablet and shout HUZZAH to all, a new family rebuilt 24
times per second.
Image color edit J. Middleton

Stuttgart and the ITFS
by Jim Middleton

T

he ITFS (International TrickFilm - Stuttgart)
was incredibly German from start to finish - my initial online
enrollment was immediately met with a solemn request for
verifiable proof of legitimacy as someone in the animation
industry, since the transaction involved international funds,
followed by a reassignment of my status, which then
prompted a series of credits, rebilling, and re-registration, all
with step-by-step email documentation, occasionally allGerman emails (that part likely in response to my attempt at
- ha - clever use of Google Translate to respond in kind),
several extremely polite apologies for any confusion, and
then, afterwards, no fewer than three evaluation requests - I
answered those with delight and appreciation for their
diligence, which may have prompted the duplicate requests,
just to be sure the initial response was legitimate - and then a
flurry of links to other activities in Stuttgart when travel in
Europe is again possible. These folks iron their socks.

And, while travel to Europe still remains more hypothetical
than tangible, there is some comfort to be gained knowing a
round trip ticket to Stuttgart runs $1000-$1500 (all options
being “connecting flights” when I checked in May), and
seven nights in a modestly priced hotel can quickly top
$300 (more if you stayed at the Premiere Inn - Stuttgart);
but a virtual ticket to this festival was 34.99 Euro (or
$42.16 in early May).
The opening statements on the 4th were from Alexander
Franke and Franziska Glase; I knew not what they said for
the most part, but their ebullience was riveting. They could
have me tune in to hear the yellow pages. And my third
grade German lessons were of absolutely no use – nobody
once broke into “Du, Du, Liegst Mir im Herzen.” Mrs.
Huxel would be so disappointed (Mr. Franke and Ms.
Glase promise to return in 2022. I wonder if they’ll take
requests).

The time zone difference for this (and other) international
festivals and conferences was rather problematic - six hour
differences, complicated by some US presenters being
routed to Stuttgart, and then back to the US, to the point
where I gave up on some of the live presentations and opted
for the many reruns that were made available (thankfully,
from this near-narcoleptic’s standpoint) for days after their
initial showing.
2
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Willkommen in Stuttgart!

ITFS - continued

It takes ten techs to handle a Q and A at ITFS!

There was no lack of stunning features and shorts in the ondemand presentations at ITFS. Affairs of the Art by Joanna
Quinn had its stunning and hilarious German premiere, taking
sibling rivalry to a
new level. Her
recorded
presentation
afterwards was just
as entertaining, as
she sat surrounded
by piles of drawings
from the film.
Just a few of the other films included:
Jung and Restless featured the
precise visual calligraphy from
Joanna Priestley, using the quote
from C. G. Jung, “Life is a short
pause between two mysteries,” as a
viewer’s guide in this study of
color, composition, and multilayering.
Ferdinand Ehrhardt directed the
film with the melodic title
Obervogelgesang - a black and
white examination of growing up
with the Nazi legacy in the Saxon
region. To a girl on a train, one in three passengers is a Nazi she walks down the aisle counting, “Ein, zwei, Nazi...” and
“running away
from a
scheissen idea”
gets a
translation title
with an f-bomb
instead of an sslide.
Hideous Hank carried on the darkness in a dog shelter called
“The Dead Rascal” with the pronouncement that “Wagging
Sets You Free.” An ugly Chihuahua gets adopted, making his
life worse than before the shelter. Courage the Cowardly Dog
meets Ren and Stimpy was one viewer’s description of this
Dutch production by Junaid Chundrigar.

“To all my friends who are
dancing with their demons and
talking to their whales,” was
the artist statement by Anna
Samo for Conversations with a
Whale, inspired by the
rejections of festivals from her
previous film. She took an
improvisational approach to the
film, changing her process
whenever she “became bored”
with her direction.

Many of the films were followed with artist and production
statements, and the theme of production methods emerged
to be one of the more insightful and revealing talking
points of the festival.
International Production Differences Quickly Emerged at
ITFS

Unlike the US, European/Asian/African film making
does not involve a centralized production/distribution base
such as a Disney, Sony, or Dreamworks. Their work model
is to build a funding foundation first, move pieces of the
production around the continent, or continents, based on
tax breaks with public and private support. Often only a
story outline exists at that point. When enough money can
be raised to carry a production forward, then the
storyboarding is completed and the film is created,
frequently - and deliberately - not concerned with a US
market. And if a story doesn’t generate enough initial
capital, it can be sold to another set of producers who feel
their take on the project could be successful. It’s a
completely different philosophy, summed up by Ron
Dyens, of Sacrebleu Productions,”Too much money kills
creativity.” (He also stressed that Sacrebleu is a
production company, not an animation studio.)

Ainbo-Spirit of the Amazon, CMG productions, with not much
concern about US distribution - see
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/cmg-sells-annecy-bound-ainb
o-155221547.html
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ITFS - continues even more!
A film such as Ainbo - Spirit of the Amazon, for example
(trailer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMbV1BDlmqQ watch and mumble HOLY COW), was put together with a
budget of 10 million euros, with a 3 million euro presale
before production even began. A Sony representative invited
to a viewing was “flabbergasted at the beauty of the film given
the budget you had.” (Warning - digression approaching - I
immediately recalled a Pixar Master Class in 2012 and a
discussion about using some extra budget to fiddle with a few
seconds in Brave, involving a bear running, after principle
production was completed. They thought it demonstrated a
desire for perfection. They showed the “before and after”
clips. I’d have to heartily agree with Ron Dyens on that use of
budget. At times it’s good to think like Edgar Ulmer. To put
things in perspective, Brave had a budget of $185 million.
You can afford a lot of variety if you’re able to make 15
features for the cost of one.)
The other advantage to this sort of production is to enhance the
level of diversity in story telling, sincerely tailoring a film to
an indigenous South American audience, for example, beyond
merely offering a Spanish soundtrack.
Aardman and Ambersons - A Brief Sampling of the many
ITFS Programs

Aardman productions had been working on master classes
of its own, trying to develop at-distance learning even before
the pandemic hit. Their statement that the Aardman Academy
is committed to nurturing talent by delivering excellence in
film and animation training and mentoring introduces its
course called Industry Training: Stop Motion 1.
( https://academy.aardman.com/kdie8r8wjh3if9doaj )
Mark Simon Hewis spoke from his “shed, a bit of an upside
down boat” in describing the training, a program that goes
back to a three month training at Aardman druing the
production of Chicken Run (2000). The cost is 2750 pounds,
(you can use PayPal!), it runs 12 weeks, and participants
should allow themselves at least 10 hours a week for the
assignments, have a basic camera that can plug into a
computer, and of course, internet access.
Aardman provides Dragonframe software, a Dragonframe
controller, a character rig and lots and lots of Plasticine. The
emphasis is mime, pantomime, and motion before emotion.
The final four weeks of the program are set aside for “personal
project development.”
Three days a week are set aside for live mentor meetings (there
are seven total mentors, including some familiar faces at
4

Mark Simon Hewis and his shed/office

Aardman). Things are
booked through 2021,
and the spring 2022
classes will begin
enrolling in a few
months. The online
process helps conserve
studio space, which
even after rebuilding
from its disastrous fire
of 2005, is jammed with
production work for the
next five years.

Brian Rose, like many fans of the Magnificent
Ambersons, laments RKO’s butchering of Orson Welles’
“lost classic” of 1942.
Having obtained access
to the original editing
continuity before the
film was substantially
altered by the studio, he
was able to recreate the
missing scenes, while
tracking down film
clips that were used in
promotion but never
appeared in the final
release as an additional
guide. His
reconstruction method
is to build the sets of
the Amberson mansion
within a 3D animation
space and use voice
actors to recreate the excised dialogue. The ITFS gave the
opportunity for him to show how animation is essential in
this reconstruction, and how he has laid the groundwork for
a $200k project.
The rumors of a complete 16mm print somewhere in South
America (the sort of lucky discovery that allowed for the
nearly complete reconstruction of the silent classic
Metropolis), continue to frustrate fans of the film. This
animation reconstruction may be a good use of “deep fake”
technology.
https://www.wellesnet.com/ambersons-reconstruction
BUT WAIT! There’s MORE from ITFS!

Highlights of the 2021 festival can be viewed at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1n37ZjTtKBI
And then check out Sad Beauty by Arjan Brentjes, the
Lotte Reiniger memorial award winner, I’m Here, the
Grand Prix Only a Child...and remember that Remains to
be Seen is the name of a pet taxidermist!
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Signe Baumane’s Animation Wrap Party
with guest columnist, Karl Cohen of ASIFA-SF
- a May 23rd recollection -

SIGNE BAUMANE’S HAS COMPLETED THE ANIMATION FOR HER 2ND FEATURE

Work on My Love Affair with
Marriage began in 2015 when
she considered applying for a
grant for a film about the
biology of love and
relationships. In May she
completed the last of 40,000
drawings of the film that
evolved, and used up 662
pencils in the process.
To celebrate that achievement
Signe held a zoom gathering in
late May to show off clips from
her work in progress and to talk
about the production’s history.
She invited her friends in the
worldwide animation
community and her supporters
to hear her talk about her six
year struggle to try and
complete her film. The focus of
her talk at the event was to
disclose some of the pitfalls and
insanity she went through to get
to the point where she can feel
the end is in sight.
Although I haven’t seen enough
Signe Baumane’s Online Wrap Party
of the film to comment on the
story, I do know it is going to be a visually exciting work. It has a unique look that combines excellent looking miniature 3D
sets and 2D drawn animation. The footage shown in May included drawn modeling in light and shadows, dramatic lighting
and camerawork that produces a shallow depth of field to create the illusion of 3D depth. Like Disney’s multiplane work she
animated the characters that are seen in the foreground in sharp focus and things further away, like the back of her sets, are
seen in soft focus. The illusion of depth makes the photography look impressive.
She showed photos of some of her voice actors and it turns out she used a large cast. The film’s soundtrack includes 23
“songs,” but it is not like a Broadway musical. Instead some of the voices are for mythological spirits. They function
somewhat like a Greek chorus.
In 2015 Signe took on a really complicated production and unfortunately for her it turned out the complications resulted in
unexpected major expenses.
She found out about one unexpected expense when she talked with SAG-AFTRA (Screen Actors Guild - American Federation
of Television and Radio Artists). She was shocked to discover that while the union accommodates low budget live action
productions by letting producers pay actors less if the performance is in a major big budget feature, for animation that is going
to be released theatrically in America there is only one pay rate -- what Disney or Pixar pays. To raise the money needed she
turned to Kickstarter and kept her fingers crossed. Unfortunately, halfway through the campaign the chances of it succeeding
looked dim. She hired a fund raising consultant who suggested several things including improving her messaging and
advising her to be relentless in her Facebook postings. By doing that and other things she raised $132,737.00, more than what
was needed.
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Signe also needed several additional grants. Eventually she obtained help from the Guggenheim Foundation, and government
agencies in Latvia and Luxembourg (she grew up in Latvia). Of course, there were major requirements she had to meet to get
those funds. She had to produce a version of the film to be released in Latvia in that country’s language. That meant having
to hire a second voice cast to create another soundtrack. Luxembourg also required the post-production work they were
funding to be done there.
Signe also found out that when you make a film
that will take over six years to complete, there
might just be other unexpected problems.
Unanticipated labor needs were solved by taking
on college interns. That meant she had to learn
how to set up and run intern programs with two
NY area colleges.
Sturgis Warner, Signe’s co-producer told me later
that their biggest problem was that, once you
trained an intern and they get good at what they
were doing, the internship would be over. In one
case, they found funds to hire a really talented
intern.
Another unexpected headache for Signe was dealing with a sprained ankle. That was a minor nightmare compared with
figuring out how to keep the production on track during a pandemic.
So when Signe held a zoom gathering in
late May there was much to celebrate.
There were over 100 people at her
gathering including a who’s who of
independent animation. Among the
artists present were Bill Plympton, who
helped Signe get her feet wet in the New
York animation world when she moved
her from Latvia almost 30 years ago.
There were also several other animators
present whose work I have long
admired. They included Deborah
Solomon, Ruth Lingford, Candy Kugel,
and Joanna Quinn. Nik and Nancy
Phelps were also there as was Yvette
Kaplin (she produced Beavis and
Butthead) along with Deanna Morse and
Jim Middleton.
It really was a lovely event and I look forward to reporting news of the film’s local, national, and European premieres.
Hopefully I will also be writing about the film receiving numerous festival honors and other accolades.

Be sure to follow Signe’s production adventures at -

https://www.myloveaffairwithmarriagemovie.com

Editor’s note:

Karl Cohen’s 2000 link on animation history is a mere warm-up for his upcoming book on Otto Messmer https://www.awn.com/animationworld/milestones-animation-industry-20th-century - and just a speck amid the volumes of
material he has penned, covering the spectrum of analog to digital animation, and his monthly brain-filling newsletter for
ASIFA-SF, which compiles international information on the whirl’d of the persistence of vision, a POV we can, and should,
all support - http://asifa-sf.org/ for a sample of their activities.
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Welcome to ASIFA Central News Update! We are the
Midwest -US chapter of ASIFA, the oldest organization
of animators in the world. Our chapter was established
in 1975. Board members are the front line for our
chapter and are in touch with the international ASIFA
board.

Movers and Shakers in Regional Animation
Gary Schwartz, Barmation, and Kosova

Gary materialized in Kosova in late
July to serve as tutor to an “immersive
workshop creating an animated promo
for the festival itself!” It was described as
“a multithreaded workshop, to try new
things, and most importantly, to broaden
your artistic horizon.” This workshop
Gary Schwartz and the Anibar crew
took place through the 29th of July, in
the city of Peja as part of the Anibar
We are still trying to figure out what is going on in
International Animation Festival that ran July 23rd to 30th this past summer.
this photo from Gary Schwartz about “Barmation”
But, wait! Gary didn’t take the journey alone - he joined Brooke Keesling with
- any guesses?
presentations, workshops, panel discussions, and special programs.

Brooke shared her experience working in the animation industry and gave practical advice on how to break through in the
creative industry, and she is currently head of animation talent development at Bento Box Entertainment, where she works on
Bob's Burgers. And, according to her Linked-In posting, Bento Box is hiring!
Tracy Miller-Robbins’s no-fee film festival and blog, continues to develop while she works around the
challenges of WordPress – https://noentryfeefestivals.com/author/noentryfeefestivals - treat Tracy to a cup
of coffee while you’re at it. It takes energy to maintain a blog!
Bri and Bob’s ASIFA International Journal Articles May Be Sleeping with the Fishes

Whoops! The latest ASIFA International journals, originating from Austria, are lost on the east coast, somewhere in
New Jersey. In this issue will be articles featuring the writing talents of ASIFA Central’s Briana Yarhouse and Bob
Swieringa. When they finally appear, get reprinted, or converted to pdf, look for Bri’s discussion on the IAD with Spiritus
Mundi, and Bob’s short article, entitled: “THE ASIFA PRIZE LAUREATES: 35 Years Honoring
Contributors to Independent Animated Film.”

Home - Buster Keaton’s Youthful Summers in Muskegon

Jim Schaub is two interviews away from completing the foundation footage for his documentary covering the adolescent
years of this “stone faced” comedic genius. There may be animation involved, nudge nudge, wink wink.

Updated Board of Directors
We had our official, double counted, electronically processed election of board members
from the general membership:
Julie Goldstein - Our New President!
Stephan Leeper
Michael Long
Jim Middleton - Still Secretary!
Tracy Miller-Robbins
Deanna Morse
Chris Sagovac - Our new Vice President!
Bob Swieringa
Christine Veras - Our new Social Media Coordinator and Ambassador to other ASIFA Chapters!
(2022)
Gretchen Vinnedge
Briana Yarhouse - Our New Treasurer and International IAD coordinator!

The current Membership Coordinator, Charles Wilson, will continue in this post to 2022 to allow for compilation of files
and membership materials, before passing the baton to a new membership coordinator, to be announced at a later date.
ASIFA Central Newsletter, Fall/October 2021
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International Animation Day - October 28!!!

Jim Middleton will be the coordinating the IAD program for ASIFA Central this year.
When the program is assembled, it will be uploaded to a password-protected Vimeo file,
accessible during a limited period around October 28. Over 60 international films are
being made available for the event. Access requests will need to be directed to the IAD
coordinator; because of geo-specific limitations requested by some of the participants,
each request for access will be reviewed to prevent unauthorized access to the films.
There. All the boring process rules are noted. It’ll be a GREAT TIME FOR
ANIMATION! Check our ASIFA.org website or Facebook page for further updates!
Time to think of IAD PARTIES!
Christine Veras’ latest group project
Christine remains thrilled that her short, collaborative film,
Horsepower, is part of the official selection of the Cardiff
Minifilm Festival in the new category "Twisted Tales.” The
collaborative animation project was produced during the
lockdown in 2020.
Michael Long Hits the Festival Circuit
Island Hopping, the latest magic from the digital tablet of Missouri member Michael Long, is
getting some deserved recognition through the miracle of Film Freeway’s multiple off-ramps.
The Indie Shorts Awards ran it in September, and the Grand Junction Film Festival gave it a
screening earlier this month.
Passing Thoughts from Editor Jim Who Needs to Fill Up an Eighth of a Page - America: The
Motion Picture on Netflix answers the question, “What sort of film would you get, if you asked a roomful
of clueless 14 year old boys to write a history of the Revolution, and then gave the scrawled outline to some of the best world-wide
independent animators?” Sadly, this jiggling beer-bonging blood fest is not nearly as much fun as an entry in the Despicable Me series,
and is ultimately, rather exhausting. What If... on Disney+, however, works in the alternate Marvel universe by being what the Marvel
universe actually is - a cartoon adventure. In the 30 minute episodes, there are no real-life actors striking embarrassing poses while
immersed in a CG environment. The whole thing is a CG environment. And it’s over in 30 minutes, not 3 hours! The producers of
American: The Motion Picture should have taken this episodic approach. Next time - why the Three Robots in Love, Death, & Robots
should have a series of their own.

FxF (Frame by Frame) Sampling the Springtime Saturday
Seminars - get ready for 2022!
DePaul’s gracious invitation to ASIFA Central members included
access to these programs this past spring:
Joel Benjamin – Award-winning independent animator, presenting
on his work and using Unreal for 3D animation production, and Character Animation Masterclass with DePaul Animator In
Residence Brian Ferguson, former Disney feature film character
animator, who reminded all viewers that should you ever be
employed by Disney, spell things out in the contract, such as keeping
maquettes of your designs, because when you leave, you leave with
the clothes on your back.
Coming up in the Next Issue - OIAF (still dreaming of poutine), Still More ITFS experiences (You want virtual experiences? We’ll give you virtual
experiences!), the SAS Conference (“I’m so inspired! I opened up my book proposal for the first time in three years!”), Annecy (Bien sur!), The Internet
Archive Hits 25! (“Remember: when The Archives is down, the internet gets dumber.”), and The Search for the Lost McCay Homestead!
ASIFA Central Newsletter (cc) Fall-Octoberish 2021 - see the updated website with more announcements and an ever expanding newsletter archive for ASIFA
Central at - https://asifa.org
And then dive into more digital fun at https://www.facebook.com/groups/asifacentral
and for ASIFA International - https://asifa.net - be sure to check out the Facebook page on ANIZOOMATION
As usual, send any suggestions, comments, or recipes for Wham!, along with the usual castigations to yr hmbl typist, at jim.middletonrx@gmail.com or, for dull
bloggery, https://animatingapothecary.blogspot.com
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